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Abstract: This paper initiates a line of investigation with confident approaches for status of the system in
PageRank.  Most  of  the  existing  rank  algorithms  are  adopted  AdaBoost  which is rank-based approach.
More than the years, researchers have often detained the proposition the substance based approach should
achieve improved than the rank-based ones, but many experiments do not support this proposition. This paper
presents a pioneer, successful and comfortable discover of a technique that includes the process of substance
deploying, to get the relevant web documents during browsing. To improve the PageRank in a success way,
MatLab tool is used to get the results in relevant out of the ordinary information from the web. Important
experiments are done with the help of ACA, BDA and TREC data sets, to make obvious future achievements
to encourage a better performance of Candidate Transaction PageRank Algorithm.
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INTRODUCTION The “PageRank” algorithm was proposed by the

The quick enlargement of digital data made Lawrance Page, is one of the most common page ranking
obtainable in current years, knowledge discovery could algorithms that is also currently used by Google, the
be viewed as the process of nontrivial extraction of leading  search  engine.  In  general  the  algorithm uses
information from large databases, information that is the linking (Citation) information occurring among the
implicitly presented in the data, previously unknown and pages as the core metric in ranking procedure [8].
potentially useful for users [1]. AdaBoost stands for Existence  of a  link  from  page  p1  to  p2 may indicate
Adaptive Boosting [2, 3, 4] that is literally known as to that the author of is interested in page. The PageRank
aggregate a set of weak classifiers into a strong classifier. metric  PageRank  (page),  defines  the   importance of
There are so many web servers in the Internet and page p to be the sum of the importance of the pages that
numerous web pages on each of them. It is too important point to p. More formally, consider  pages  p1  to pn,
that for any web search engine to rank the pages with the which link to a page pi and let cj be the total number of
aim of providing more useful data, by listing the pages links going out of page pj. Then, PageRank of page pi is
containing the data at higher places, to the searcher about given by: PageRank(page)=d+(1-d) [PageRank
the searched keyword  [5,  6]. To be able to provide (p1)/c1+PageRank (pagen)/cn]where d is the damping
desired ordering for the web pages: A page ranking factor. This damping factor d makes sense because users
algorithm is the technique utilizing some valuable metrics will only continue clicking on links for a finite amount of
about the web pages and ordering the pages accordingly. time before they get distracted and start exploring
Together with the development of the Internet and the something completely unrelated [9]. With the remaining
popularity of World Wide Web, web page ranking probability (1-d), the user will click on one of the cj links
systems have drawn significant attention. Many web on page pj at random. Damping factor is usually set to
search engines have been introduced until now, but still 0.90. So it is easy to infer that every page distributes 90%
these have some difficulties in providing completely of its original PageRank evenly among all pages to which
relevant answers to the general subject of queries [7]. it points.

founders of Google search engine – Sergey Brin and
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In the times of yore decade, a considerable number of AdaBoost algorithm. Prabhjot Kaur et al. [2] presented an
data mining techniques have been presented in order to additional challenges to web page classification as
perform different knowledge tasks. These techniques compared to the traditional text classification, but the
include association rule mining, frequent itemset mining, interconnected nature of hypertext also provides features
sequential content mining and maximum content mining that can assist the process. 
and closed content mining. Most of them are proposed for John P. McCrae Mihael Arcan, et al. [14] enriched a
the purpose of developing efficient mining algorithms to phrase table by domain-specific translation candidates
find particular contents within a reasonable and acquired  from  existing web resources and relied on
acceptable time frame [10]. With a large number of explicit semantic analysis as an additional technique for
contents generated by using data mining approaches, scoring a certain translation of a given source phrase, as
how to effectively use and update these contents is still well as adaptation of the language model by means of
an open research issue. In this, paper, the main focus is weighting n-grams with scores obtained from topic
the development of a knowledge discovery model to modelling. William Van Woensel et al. [7] introduced a
effectively use and update the discovered contents and novel cache replacement strategy to the described query
apply it to the field of web mining. dataset and include explicit support for the open world

This approach is founded on the notion of using a assumption. An extensive experimental validation
set of weak classifiers and pooling the classification evaluates the query service and its alternative
results of such classifiers to produce a provably strong components.
classifier. In the sequence of weak classifiers used, each B. Krawczyk et al. [8] worked a relation-based
classifier focuses its discriminatory firepower on the PageRank algorithm, to be used in conjunction with
training samples misclassified by the previous weak semantic web search engines that easy relies on
classifier [11]. It could say that by just focusing on the information that could be extracted from user web page
training data samples misclassified by the previous weak and on annotated resources is proposed. Relevance is
classifier, each weak classifier contributes its PageRank is measured as the probability that a retrieved resource
the best and it could improve the overall classification rate actually contains those relations whose existence was
[12]. The AdaBoost approach comes with the theoretical assumed by the user at the time of web PageRank
guarantee that as it become more and more weak definition. In semantic web, each page possesses
classifiers and the final misclassification rate for the semantic metadata that record additional details
training data could be made arbitrarily small [13]. The concerning the web page itself. A weighted version of
AdaBoost approach also comes with a bound on the boosting is used and the output weights for each object
generalization error. This classification error includes the are  used  directly  in  the process of training weighted
testing data that was NOT used for training, but that is one-class support vector machines. Yuam Dong, Chong
assumed to be derived from the same data source as the Huang, Wei Liub et al., proposed a novel unsupervised
training data. In ACA(Adaptive Components Analysis), visual re-ranking which is termed rank via the
BDA (Boosting Discriminant Analysis), a combination of convolutional neural networks (RankCNN). This approach
ACA and BDA or a greedy algorithm like the one that integrates deep learning with pseudo preference feedback.
starts by choosing the most class prejudiced feature and Melike Sah et al. [9] struggled for a long time for NLP
then adds additional features. One feature at a time and (Natural Language Processing) for business within
relevancy,  on  the basis of the class discriminations individual  languages.  In  the  recent times, a new
achieved by the features chosen so extreme. concept-based model was obtained to connect the

Related  Works:  Er.Ramanpreet Kaur et al. [1] explained ranks on the sentence and documents levels. This
a  light  on  the  web  mining concept and its techniques. reproduction included three apparatus. The first
In addition, the data mining process is introduced the component analysed, the semantic structure of the
classification AdaBoost algorithm. The paper takes a step AdaBoost Algorithm. The second component
ahead in this direction and proposes an enhanced constructed a abstract AdaBoost work (ABW) to describe
AdaBoost algorithm. Both the algorithms have been the sematic structures rank methods and the last module
simulated and their results have been compared in terms extracted top concepts based on the first two apparatus
of accuracy rate. The results show that enhanced version to build feature web mining using the standard PageRank
shows better performance and accuracy than the list mode.

opening between NLP and web mining, which analysed
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Problem Formulation: As a substitute of the keyword- Q most beneficial features for classification should be
based concept used in the traditional document selected
demonstration model, the content based model containing
frequent sequential contents (single rank or multiple New  AdaBoost  Approach:  This  approach   is  founded
ranks) is used to execute the same concept of task. This on the AdaBoost algorithm by using a set of weak
section will define the basic problem of mining classifiers  and  pooling  the  classification   results of
chronological substance in web documents. such  classifiers  to  produce  a provably strong classifier.

Give an idea about that if cost ‘a’ assign to misses classifier focuses its discriminatory fire power on the
and cost b to hits, where a > b > 0 and could revise training samples and misclassified by the previous weak
such costs as a = c<d and b = c>d for stables c and classifier. Each weak classifier contributes its Page
d. That is, exponential trouncing costs of the type Ranking is the best it could be improve the overall
e>m and e<m do not finding the middle ground classification rate.
sweeping statement.
Demonstrate that normalizing the Accuracy of the Implementation AdaBoost Substrance Classification
Web Mining PageRank at each iteration is Irrelevant. Model: This paper presents a new comfortable based
If the Time leaves the hits unchanged, give an idea model SCM (Substance classification Model) for the
about how to correctly update the time of this is representation of Web Mining documents. Content
classified as PageRank using search engine. classification is a tree-like structure that illustrates the
Define two algorithm problems in the hydroplane relationship between contents extracted from a Web
(Weaker and Strong) and build a strong classifier out Mining  collection.  An example of content classification
of a pool of randomly generated linear discriminants is shown in Fig. 1. The arrow in this Fig. 1 indicates the
of the type sign (Ay1 + By2 + C). sub-sequence relation between contents. For example
Read the code of the implementation of the graph content <A, B> is a sub-sequence of content <A,
AdaBoost algorithm unsatisfied results. B, C> and content <B> is a sub-sequence of content <B,

Modern Approach: The labeled training data by the set one of the longest contents (i.e., maximum sequential
{(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xm, ym)} contents). Once the tree is constructed, it could easily
A1(O) {-5,+5} find the relationship between contents. The next step is to
A1(O) {-5,+5} prune the meaningless contents in the content
A1(O) {-5,+5} classification [3, 4].

Weaker classification Strong classification content P1 is a closed content of P2 if P2 is a frequent

(P2) = 0.

where, content <A, B> is a closed content of <A, B, C>. That
A1 = Adaptive algorithms means they always appear in the same paragraph.
O = Boost Algorithms Therefore, the shorter one (i.e., content <A, B>) is

= Viewed Page negligible  and   is   considered   as   a  meaningless
A = AdaBoosting PageRank content [4]. To keep the longer one since it is morep

Cos m = Calculation algorithms meaningful and  carry  more  information   than  the
µ = Website Rank shorter one. Thus, after the pruning phase, only the
Q = Time significant contents remain in the content classification.

Each weak classifier learns by considering one simple frequent sequential contents left after applying pruning
feature. scheme.

In  the  sequence  of  weak  classifiers  used,  each

C>. The root of the tree in the bottom level represents

 Pre-Analysis:(closed relation) A frequent sequential

sequential  content,  P1  P2  and suppa(P1) – suppa

The objective of pruning phase is to eliminate the
meaningless contents. As could be seen in the Fig. 1,

An  example  is  given  in  to  prove  the number of
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Fig. 1: Partial content classification for the sample database

Similarity Measure b = Web Page Link

(1) = Boost Algorithm

(2) The  algorithm  that performs the extraction of

(3) previous recursions. The second parameter is min_sup,

(4) <C>, <D>, <E>} is the initial value of the parameter PL

where, value or the previous recursions, then get into the
Mim = Similarity + Cache pruning step in the algorithm. The aim of this step is to
s = PageRank eliminate the meaningless contents using the closed
i = Webpage relation. As shown in Fig. 2, the contents <B>, <D>,

= Web Mined Pages <E>,  <A,  B>  and  <A, C> are pruned since all of them
D = Dataset in web pages Q are  closed  contents  of  their  super-contents (fathers).

In this algorithm apply A1=h; O= and there exists content <B, C> whose support is the

h = 2,  = 0.5 indicate that the linked contents have the closed relation.
R (v1)= {<b, 0.5>}, R (v2)={<a, 0.5>} The followings are the definitions of two operations usedQ Q

R (u1)= {<b, 0.5>}, R (u2)= {<a, 0.5>} in the algorithm: sequence extension and p-projectedf1 f1

R (u1)= {<b, 0.25>}, R (u’2)= {<a, 0.25>} database.f2 f2

where, Candidate Transaction PageRank Algorithm
R = Quick PageRankQ

R R = Result QRMining(PL, min_sup)f1, f2

u1,u2,u’2 = URL

h = Adaptive Algorithm

frequent sequential contents is shown in definition 4.1.
Two parameters are needed for the method ‘QRMining’.
The first parameter PL is a list of nRanks frequent
sequential contents, which are generated from its

the predefined minimum relative support. Since the
algorithm is a recursive function, the initial value of PL is
the 1Rank frequent contents. For example, {<A>, <B>,

for the set of sequences in Table 1.
Once obtaining the parameter PL from either the initial

For  instance,  content <B> has four of super-contents

same as content <B>’s. The dash-line arrows in Fig. 2
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Fig. 2: Illustration of PageRank worthless contents 

Table 1: Table Styles
Network Relevance (%) Accuracy (%) Time (in secs) Accuracy and Time (%)
Google 98.10 99.23 3.10 99.99
Yahoo 88.11 87 9.20 88.99
Bing 79 80 11.30 78

Input: The list of nRanks frequent sequential contents PL; D-Substance Mining AdaBoost Algorithm: Sequential
The minimum support threshold min_sup. (Notice: in the contents, which is used the well-known Apriori property
beginning, QR is the set of 1Ranks frequent sequential in order to reduce the searching place To improve the
contents.) efficiency of the content classification mining, an

Output: a set of frequent sequential contents QR. AdaBoost

Method: For t = 1, 2, . . . , T, do the following:
1:QR = QR – {Pa QR |  Pb  PL such that len (Pa)
= len( Using the training samples thrown up by the
Pb) -1  Pa Pb ^ suppa(Pa) = suppa(Pb) } /* probability allocation Dt(xi), construct a weak
pruning */ classifier that is denoted ht. will make sure that Dt is
2: QR QR U PL /* add found contents */ such that ht specifically targets the training samples
3: PL'  { } /* PL’: set of (n+1) Ranks misclassified by the previous weak classifier.
 frequent sequential contents */ Apply ht to all of our training data (even though the
4: foreach content p in PL do begin classifier was constructed using just those training
5: generate p-projected database PD samples that were thrown up by the probability
6: foreach frequent rank t in PD do begin distribution Dt). The classifier ht represents a
7: P'  p  t /* P': set of (n+1)Ranks sequential mapping ht: X  {-1, 1}.
candidates */ Then estimate the classification error rate Prob{ht(xi)
8: if suppr(P') = min_sup then 6= yi} for the ht classifier:
9: PL'_ PL' U P'
10: end if Input variables:
11: end for
12: end for P: The PageRank where the training examples
13: if |PL' | = 0 then sampling from
14: return /* no more contents found */ D: The Data Set web Mining over all the training
15: else samples
16: call QRMining(PL', min_sup) WeakLearn: A weak learning algorithm to be boosted
17: end if T: The specified number of iterations t
18: output frequent sequential contents in Z: allocation Dt
QR A5>A4>A3>A2>A1 Xi:Classification error 

algorithm, QR Mining, was proposed in to find all closed.
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L:number of list PageRank results from the first classifier triggers the
W:Web evaluation of a second (more complex) classifier and
e:Error so on web mining

-large Page A negative outcome at any point leads to the

L  ( - ln (w ) – L  ln  ) • Z base search engine.hedge(M ) iT
1

Z = 1 / (1 - )

where, Here (x , y ), …,(x ,y ) where x X, y  Y = {-5, +5}
L = List of webpage multiple training data Initialize Q ( R)= 1/mHedge

= Training Data For y = 1…Q
ln = List of number Select the best weak classifier using PageRank Iq
w = Web page Get weak hypothesis ht: A ? {-5, +5} with error 1

L = Number of list in internet TransactioniT

Z = Allocation Transaction  = Pr [Saq(Oq) yq]

Finally, update the probability allocation over the
training data for the next iteration: Choose (6)

where,
DQt+1(xi) =DQt(xi)e– t y + A(Oi) Zt Update (7)
DQt = Data Quick Time
xi = Classification error

= Large Page Output of the final hypothesis,
= Adaptive algorithm

Zt = Allocation Transaction (8)

Output (+1) if:

 (log 1/PR ) hPR (ix)  ½  log 1/PR t (5) h = Hypothesis; PR= PageRank; Rq = Relevance of Rank;t=1..T t t t=1..T

0 otherwise Computes a PageRank average Q = number of page; q = Web Page; R = Rank;

where, m = Maximum Page; Q1 = System Page
t = Transaction
PR = PageRank Time AdaBoost Relevance Solution: After the supports oft

h = Hypothesis ranks have been computed from the training set, the
log 1 = Web Page following weight will be assigned to all incoming

Timing Fault Analysis: Several interpretation about this
pseudo code formulation of AdaBoost are pertinent [5]. (9)
Weak Classifier: A feature which best separates the
examples Given a PageRank (x), a feature (f), a threshold e = error; q = Deicide Page
( ) and a polarity (p) indicating the direction of the
inequality: (10)

Prh(x, f, p, ) = 1 pf (x) < p (Q)PR (5) where,

PageRank (x), feature (f), threshold (È), polarity (p). Sample

In this start with simple classifiers which reject many q = number of website
of the negative PageRank while detecting almost all m = training size and dataset
positive PageRank O = current Page

immediate rejection of the website page in internet

AdaBoost PageRamk Solution
1 1 m m i i

1

t i Q

where,

q = Error & Transaction; Ty1 = Time

documents d for deciding its relevance.

t = Error Page; 

Pr’[A(O) y] = the empirical probability on the training

d = All Website dataset
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Evaluation of CTPRA
Measuring Relevance Dataset: Training set
A={(x1,y1),…,(xN,yN)}.Sample S sets of N elements from 0/10 0.15 - 0.9

D (with replacement): D1, D2, …,DS. Train on each Ds,
s=1,..,S and obtain a sequence of S outputs f1(X),..,fS(X).
Many features for measuring relevance Rank distribution
(anchor, URL, title, body, proximity).Recommendation &
citation (PageRank, click-through data, Statistics or
knowledge extracted from web data.

This paper is having Internet webpage datasets for
the experiment. One is the ACA dataset1, which is
provided for the 2015 PageRank competition. The
assortment contains articles published on best solution
PageRank 2010 to 2015. The dataset consists of around
22,130 articles, with 311,239 citations. In the dataset, each
article is connected with a Search Engine. For each article,
extract the PageRank in web mining from the description.
Two (PageRank, web mining) s will be well thought-out
the similar if they are accurate match. Another dataset is
BDA contains 19,396 PageRank in the Web Mining field
with 46,714 citations. 

Set target detection and false positive rates for each
stage. Keep adding features to the current stage until its
target rates have been met. Need to lower AdaBoost
threshold to maximize detection (as opposed to minimizing
total classification error).Test on a validation set. If the
overall false positive rate is not low enough, then add
another stage. Use false positives from current stage as
the negative training examples for the next stage.

AdaBoost Presentation Evaluation: The accuracy of first
M returned documents top-M is also adopted in this
paper. The value of M that is used in the experiments is
20. In addition, the PageRank web mining (r/wm) is used
to provide another measurement for performance
evaluation. It indicates the point where the value of
accuracy equals to the value of summon up for a topic.
The higher the figure of r/wm, the more effective the
system is. The r/wm measure has been frequently used in
common information repossession evaluations.

From the definitions given before it can be derived
that the popularity of a page p at time t, S(p,t), is equal to
the fraction of web users who are aware of p at time t,
A(p,t), times the quality of p.

P(p,t) = A(p,t)*Q(p) (11)
t-time cannot be compared directly to the F =1 value since the
p-Webpagerank
s-Website
A-Algorithms.

Table 2: Toolbar PageRank List

Toolbar PageRank Table column subhead Subhead Subhead

1/10 0.9 - 5.4

2/10 5.4 - 32.4

3/10 32.4 - 194.4

4/10 194.4 - 1,166.4

5/10 1,166.4 - 6,998.4

6/10 6,998.4 - 41,990.4

7/10 41,990.4 - 251,942.4

Table 3: PageRank Details Search Engine wise

Website Search Engine # of Users # of Links

Google 400 Million 52K Million

Yahoo 105 Million 10K Million

Bing 60 Million 0.9K Million

Rediff 40 Million 2K Million

DuckDuckGo 25 Million 2KMillion

Gigablast 5.3 Million 0.7K Million

Munax 0.7 Million 8 Million

Lemma:1: In order to assess the effect involving both
accuracy and summon up, another criterion that can be
used for experimental evaluation is F-measure, which
combines accuracy and summon up and can be defined
by the following equation:

F –measure =(  + 1)* rank accuracy*summon up/( *2 2

rank accuracy+summon up) (12)

F -Finding Parameter
- Measure page

where  is a parameter giving weights of accuracy and
summon up and can be viewed as the relative degree of
importance attributed to accuracy and summon up. 

Lemma2: A value  = 1 is adopted in our experiments
meaning that it attributes equal importance to accuracy
and summon up. When  = 1, the measure is expressed as:

F1 = 2 * page accuracy _ summon up/(accuracy +
summon up) (13)

The significance of F =1 is the same to the r/wm
when accuracy equals to summon up. However the r/wm

latter is given a higher score than that of the former. It has
also been stated in that the F =1 measure is greater or
equal to the value of r/wm.
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Table 4: PageRank Details of Search Engine based on Relevance AdaBoost Algorithm
Website PageRank Website Time Relevance
Google India 3 http://www.google.co.in 10 seconds 90%
Yahoo India 5 http://in.search.yahoo.com 13 seconds  71%
Google UK 2 http:// www.google.co.uk 3 seconds 95%
Google USA 1 http://www.google.com 1 second 99%

Table 5: The details of Total Visits for Web Content with Different Categories
Search Engine Category Unique Audience Total no. of visits
Google Search/Portal 349758716 8169550654
MSN/ Windows Live/ Bing Search/Portal 271929865 5669443547
Microsoft Software 220410208 1457071144
Facebook Social Network 218860914 4553369332

Table 6: CTPRA-wise PageRAnk for Countries
PageRank Short Rank Website Viewer PageRank (in 1 Sec) CTPRA (in 1 Sec)
Country 100 200 ALL
USA us 62 87 3254
CHINA cn 5 8 1174
INDIA In 0 0 1632

Complexity in the Testing Phase: Both the r/wm and F  - topics in Table 5 since not all methods can complete all
measure are the single-valued measures in that they only tasks in the last 50 BDA topics. As aforementioned,
use a figure to reflect the performance over all the itemset-based data mining methods struggle in some
documents. However, CTPRA need more figures to topics as too many candidates are generated to be
evaluate the system as a whole. Hence, another measure, processed. In addition, results obtained based on the first
Relevance Common Accuracy (RCA) is introduced and 50 BDA topics are more practical and reliable since the
has been adopted before in several research works. This judgment for these topics is manually made by domain
measure is used to compare the performance of different experts, whereas the judgment for the last 50 ACA topics
systems by averaging accuracy’s at 11 standard summon is created based on the metadata tagged in each
up levels (i.e., summon up = 0.0, 0.1, . . . , 1.0). The 11- document.
points measure is used in our comparison tables
indicating the first value of 11 points where summon up Experimental  Results2:  The   most  important
equals to zero. Moreover Signify Common Accuracy information revealed in this table is that our proposed
(SCA) is used in our assessment which is calculated by SCM (IDM),) outperforms not only the content Web
measuring accuracy at each relevance document first and mining-based  methods,  but  also  the  rank-based
averaging accuracy over all topics. methods including the state-of-the-art methods website

As also can be seen from the time evolution graph of (A7) and page rank. SCM (IDM) also outperforms BDA
P(t) and I(t), when I(t) goes downwards, P(t) tends to Content Matching and BDA in the five measures. SCM
upwards. In this scheme, they act in a complementary (IDM), outperforms all other models for the first 50 topics.
way. So taking relative effectiveness of P(t) and I(t) as For the time complexity in the testing phase, all models
the quality estimator makes sense. take O (|T| * |d|) for all incoming documents d. In our

The quality of page p, Q(p), is always equal to the experiments, all models used 702 Page ranks for each topic
sum of its relative popularity increase I(p,t) and its in average. Therefore, there is no significant difference
popularity P(p,t) Q(p) = I(p,t)+P(p,t). between these models on time complexity in the testing

Experimental Results1: This section presents the results
for the evaluation of the proposed approach SCM(IDM), Experimental Discussion: In the evaluating measures
inner content evolving in the substance classification achieved by interior contented developing methods SCA
Model. The results of overall comparisons are presented (IDM) and chaste substance deploying method (CDM) on
in  Table  5 and the summarized results are described in all ACA topics. The growing method outperforms BDA in
Fig. 5. The result obtained based only on the first 50 ACA all measures.

phase.
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Fig. 3: Classifiers on features subsets of CTPRA

Fig. 4: Comparison of BDA(IDM) and other most important models in five measures for the 100 topics
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Fig. 5: The association between the section in add up to downbeat documents greater than the threshold to all
documents and corresponding enhancement on IDM with µ=5 on enhanced topics

Fig. 6: Illustrate the association of the enhancement as inner developing functional and the above mentioned signifance
of PageRank Ratio

Table 7: Comparative Study with the Previous Algorithms
S.NO Unit Phase Kang-Kook Kong Ki-Sang Hong Yuan Dong Chong
1 Preparation 9603 9603 9603 7789
2 Investigation 3299 3299 3299 3309
3 Test 118 90 95 93
4 Indexing Boolean Cache Frequency Similar
5 AdaBoost 87.99 87.7 88.1 88.7

In the classify to estimate the efficiency of BDA denoting  the  ratio  of  the  number  of negative
(IDM)  challenge  to  discover  the relationship between documents greater than the threshold to the number of all
the achieved enhancement and the consideration documents.
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The degree of improvement is in direct proportion to Mining documents. The investigational consequences
the score of Ratio. That means the more qualified negative give you an idea about that the proposed model out
documents are detected for concept revision, the more performs not only other pure data mining-based methods
improvement could achieve. In other words, the expected and the perception based model, but also rank-based
result can be achieved by using the proposed approach. state-of-the-art models, such as web mining base page
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